A variety of interesting domains, such as financial markets, weather systems, herding phenomena, etc., are characterized by highly complex time series datasets which defy simple description and prediction. The generation of input data for simulators operating in these domains is challenging because process description usually involves high-dimensional joint distributions that are either too complex or simply unavailable. In such applications, a standard approach is to drive simulators with (historical) trace-data, along with facilities for real-time interaction and synchronization. But, limited input data, or conversely, abundant but low-fidelity random data, limits the usefulness and quality of the results. With a view to generating high-fidelity, random input for such applications, we propose a methodology which uses the original data, as a template, to generate candidate datasets, to finally accept only those datasets which resemble the template, based upon parameterized features. We demonstrate the methodology with some early experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Simulators typically rely on well-known statistical distributions (Law and Kelton 2000) to generate input data. These distributions have theoretical formulations which allow analysts to describe their behaviour in precise, mathematical and probabilistic terms. Their main usefulness in simulation stems from the fact that they can often be used to describe real-world observations in a fairly accurate, succint and simple way. When theoretical distributions are not appropriate, real-world data can be used to construct empirical input distributions. A simulator may then recreate variations on the behavior of a real-world system by varying input parameters. Independence is often a feature of the data-generation scheme for simplicity or by necessity.
Time series data occurs in a variety of interesting domains but, because of complex dependencies in time, is not easily described by standard distributions. When such data is required in abundance, with features of reproducability and parametric control, random data-generation can be challenging. Examples of systems which require such data include financial price series for stocks, bond and options, commodity prices, weather systems, irregular but cyclic data for productivity measures, economic cycles, etc. In the case of stock prices, for example, one approach is to use real-time or historical market data combined with user-generated decisions in the simulator (Kearns and Ortiz 2003) . Here, to preserve data integrity, the market is polled at certain instants in time and, with the aid of a set of rules, instantaneous market data is synchronized with simulator output. While this tack can produce interesting insights into the nature of the observed system -in this case, a market on stocks -it is far from ideal because it provides only a single realization of a price trajectory and lacks reproducability. As a result, aggregate statistical analysis cannot be done on the output data; further, conclusions drawn from use of a single trajectory are subject to questions of data-snooping (Sullivan, Timmermann, and White 1998) . In studying the efficacy of trading algorithms, for example, a single dataset is hardly adequate. Conversely, the use of purely random input data has such a low-fidelity, that it will offer poor results.
The time series data generation problem arose in an application involving the information content of manipulated data (Ramos and Rego 2005) in the financial markets. It was necessary to process randomly generated clones of a realworld dataset (i.e., historical stock/options data) for studies in classification. While it has been suggested that stock data has a random walk property (Malkiel 2004) , in the sense that the average person may be hard-pressed to distinguish between a real stock price series and one generated using, say, the method of independent increments with Gaussian variates, an experienced trader would have little difficulty telling the data apart, even without additional clues (name of stock, size of float, etc). This is because a stock's price series tends to exhibit characteristic patterns or "structure" that is not easily captured by naive data-generation schemes. This includes high-frequency oscillations due to local overbought and oversold conditions, spikes, and also broader chart patterns (cup and handle, saucer, head and shoulders and double-bottom formations, etc). Time series data generated by simple methods which ignore structure exhibit characteristics that are inherently different in appearance from data generated by methods which attempt to account for structure.
Ramos and Rego
We present a methodology to generate random instances of time series which resemble a given template with specifiable measures of similarity on critical features. That is, the generated data is random but exhibits similarity to given historical or synthetic data; the template is used as a basis for generation, so that the resulting datasets are similar. There are two ways to proceed: (a) generate random data with select template features, and (b) generate random datasets with some template property but accept only those datasets which exhibit features similar to template features. In this paper we focus on method (b), because the emphasis of our original application was classification; by using pattern recognition and data mining algorithms, it is possible to classify series data based on selectable and relevant features (Last, Klein, and Kandel 2001; Gavrilov et al. 2000) . We present method (a) in another paper.
An overview of the generation process is shown in Figure 1 . The data trajectory in the given template is quantized, and then syntactically analyzed, to generate a probabilistic grammar that can generate sentence data that resembles the template. Generating a random data trajectory is equivalent to generating a random sentence using the grammar. The template and synthetically generated data are subjected to characterization by a feature extraction module which transforms trajectories into characteristic vectors. A similarity measure is used to classify/select synthetically generated trajectories that are acceptable, by exhibiting patterns resembling the template. By using feature extraction techniques and weighed similarity measures, we are able to quantify the likenes of synthetically generated datasets to generating template. A set of parameters enable an analyst to vary the desired degree of similitarity between template and synthetic dataset. The acceptance procedure is parameterized in that it utilizes a number of relevant features, with each requiring a specifiable threshold that functions as a similarity measure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain how probabilistic context free grammars can be used to generate data. In Section 3, we examine some important feature extraction algorithms for time series. Section 4 shows how to use the features to determine similarity between a template and its synthetic trajectories. In Section 5, we show some experimental results using actual time series data. A brief conclusion is given in Section 6.
DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE
A number of distinct methods may be used to capture the structure of dependency in the original data for the purpose of sampling trajectories. We chose to use techniques of syntactic pattern recognition (Fu 1982) and formal language theory -grammars and production rules -to describe dependencies, because they offer use of convenient Markov properties, and because grammar-based generation was crucial in our original application (Ramos and Rego 2005) . Syntactic pattern recognition is well-suited to classification studies using time-based data, where a relationship between symbols is an essential feature requiring description. This is an off-shoot of a methodology for data-recognition; we see it as a middle-ground approach, lying between use of theoretical distributions and accurate summaries of dependence for sequences of random variables, and purely unstructured real-time observations or histograms.
A grammar formally describes a language using a relatively small set of rules called productions; it is defined as a quadruple G =< T , N , P , S > (Friedman and Kandel 1999) , where T is a set of terminal symbols, N is a set of non-terminal symbols, P is a set of production rules and S is the starting symbol (or root).
T and N are subsets of an alphabet , which is a finite set of symbols
A production rule for a context-free grammar has the form:
where the symbol A 1 undergoes substitution by string β 2 . cfg's require a non-terminal (i.e. A 1 ∈ T ) on the left side of the production rule, with no restrictions on the right side. That is, β 1 can be a combination of terminals and non-terminals. cfgs have played a significant role in the development of computer sciences, where they have been used in computational theory for abstract machines (Brookshear 1989) and, more practically, for the specification of computer languages and the building of compilers (Aho, Sethi, and Ullman 1986) . Stochastic (or probabilistic) grammars (Friedman and Kandel 1999) allow for some ambiguity in the patterns, by associating a probability Q with a set of productions. A stochastic grammar is defined by a quintuple G =<
T , N , P , Q, S >.
Probabilistic context free grammars (PCFG) are stochastic extensions of context-free grammars and are used to create models of semistructured and ambiguous data by use of machine learning algorithms (Pearl 1988 , Mitchell 1997 . PCFGs Omohundro 1994, Pynadath and Wellman 1998) have been used for pattern recognition in many areas, such as speech recognition (Jurafsky et al. 1995) , music (Steedman 1984) and RNA modelling (Sakakibara et al. 1994) . A PCFG is formed by generating hierarchical production rules in the form of trees, with associated probabilities, based on a set of learning data.
We use the following algorithms to process a template and generate synthetic time series data:
1. Analysis for PCFG generation: Consecutive data increments in the original data template are Normally distributed and offer a convenient mechanism for PCFG symbol generation. We begin by computing differences between consecutive data points, while storing the absolute value of the starting point p 0 . A quantization constant q is chosen to map numerical values into symbols, by dividing the range of numbers into s equally sized buckets of size q; clearly, this yields a total of s symbols for the sequence. Given a set of symbols, we proceed to the next step, which is to capture dependency. While this can be done in a number of ways, we use syntactic analysis to construct conditional probability tables for m−th order Markov transitions. With m = 1, these tables offer the empirical probability of symbol A i being followed by symbol A j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s. A PCFG is obtained, with production rules similar to these examples:
which means that A 1 is followed by A 2 with probability 0.25, by A 3 with probability 0.45, etc. 2. Synthetic data generation: On obtaining the PCFG for a given template, we arrive at a tree whose paths represent transitions between consecutive symbols, and path probabilities are transition probabilities. We may then then choose a suitable starting symbol for the new sequence (say, starting symbol p 0 from the template). The new sequence is generated by following the production rules, always choosing the next symbol using a uniform variate and the given conditional probabilities. Once a sentence (symbol sequence) is ready, we must invert symbols into numerical (time series) values. Some information is lost during quantization, and a uniform variate is used to generate a value within a symbol's bucket range. Recalling that the grammar is based on increments, the conversion from symbols to numerical data (starting from p 0 ) requires consecutive additions for generation of the synthetic series.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Computational mining of time series data has grown in importance in recent years. Algorithms have been developed to clean, compress, index and detect certain patterns in particular time series. In the sequel we exploit a few of these techniques to help quantify useful template data features that we would like preserved in the synthetsized data. Time series data is often noisy and short-term variations can obscure long-term trends. A first step usually entails cleaning of data to to eliminate as much noise as possible while retaining important features; this is done with moving averages, filters, and transformations/selection of certain points. The transformed data is then used to obtain features of interest. Among methods available in the literature to characterize time series, we have found the following to be useful in our context: The algorithms generate values that help characterize a given time series. By collecting these values in a feature vector, we effectively obtain a signature for each time series. Some algorithms generate multiple m values for one feature (i.e., SLOPE, RATIO, etc.) in one data trajectory, and n ≤ m values in a second data trajectory. In this case we use the first n values in the feature vector. We use the term FEATURE(i) to denote the i-th feature.
SIMILARITY MEASURES
To compare the feature vectors we expand on similarity measures developed in (Fink and Pratt 2003) , based on a zero-to-one scale, with zero implying no likeness and one implying complete likeness. Having a uniform scale, as opposed to distance-based methods, makes it easier to establish criteria for accepting or rejecting synthetic data -a threshold selected in the 0-1 range will suffice.
Similarity between two numbers a and b is defined as: between two series a 1 , . . . , a n and b 1 , . . . , b n are given by:
with similar definitions for peak similarity and root peak square similarity between series.
While the similarity measures are usually applied to a uniform vector space, in our case, however, dissimilar features are combined in a single vector. Furthermore, some features are more relevant than others and this asymmetry should be observed in the final result. To effect this, we introduce weighted similarity measures:
The definitions for all other corresponding weighted similarity measures are straightforward. Clearly, if all weights w i are equal, we obtain the original measures.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present some typical results that show the practical application of our methodology, and address issues an analyst must consider in choosing parameters in designing a classifier. Our template contains a single year of daily closing prices of Microsoft's stock (MSFT), starting in February 2000, as shown in Figure 2 . The chosen region shows price fluctuations overlaying a clear trend, which makes it an interesting dataset for experiments.
Experimental Setup
A PCFG tree was generated using the above template with s=15 symbols. If s is too small the generated data will show bigger fluctuations than the template, while too big a number will reduce transition variability, and thus reduce randomness. Independent price trajectories were generated with the help of the PCFG tree and independent random The guiding design criteria for the parameters was to focus on the overall, long term characteristics of the data and discard minor fluctuations.
To specify the parameters to calculate the SLOPE, LENGTH and SNR, a finite impulse response filter (FIR) was used, with N =20 coefficients and a bandwidth B=1/30, which means that cycles with frequencies less than 30 days were removed. N was chosen to provide enough accuracy for our purposes, whereas B was chosen to focus on the major trend. Using the filter with a value of d=30 days and =0.05, we obtain the slopes shown in Figure 6 , which effectively yields the overall trend of the series. To identify the extremal points a value of R was chosen such that 97% of the points in the template data would be eliminated. This was done so as to focus on major extrema, which in turn offers a view of long term behavior. After a few trials we obtained a value of R=1.3. The extremal points obtained in this way are identified by small circles in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Once the extremals were obtained, we calculated VL and RATIO. Finally, by computing incremental differences between consecutive prices in the series, we estimated SKEWNESS , KURTOSIS and MEAN . It was then left to choose the maximum possible number of values n for each feature and collect these in the feature vector. The results of such a procedure are shown in Table 1. In the case of VL, the first point was the same for all samples, and so it was discarded.
Classifier Design
Given the feature vectors, it was only left to compute similarity between template data and synthetic data. The goal of the study was to design a classifier that would reject synthetic trajectories exhibiting similarity smaller than some specified threshold t. With a suitable threshold the first and third synthetic trajectories shown in the figures would be accepted, while the second would be rejected. The purpose of introducing weights was to maximize separation between the accept and reject classes. We wanted to give emphasis to the overall trend measured by SLOPE, followed by extrema features such as SNR and RATIO, and finally followed by others that are less controlled by parameters, such as KURTOSIS , etc. We (heuristically) assigned a weight of 60% to the slopes, 25% to the second set of features and 15% to the rest. Further distributing these percentages between repeated features, we obtained the weights shown in Table 1 .
We applied four similarity measures to the feature vectors, in both their weighed and original form. The results are shown in Table 2 . In designing the classifier, we were mainly interested in distinguishing between data that was to be accepted or rejected, rather than absolute values of similarity measures. For that reason, similarity measures were ranked according to their ability to draw clear distinctions between the accept and reject values, measured by the degree of separation between them. A high degree of separation also minimizes the possibility of false positives or false negatives.
The values in Table 2 show that the weighed similarity measures have a higher degree of separation, than the basic measures. Likewise, the mean similarity outperfoms other measures, while the peak similarity seems to be relatively weaker. Based on the observed values, we chose the weighed mean similarity for the classifier. We used a threshold of t = 0.4, which is midway between the nearest accept and reject values.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a methodology to generate semistructured data realizations based on a template; this can be used to generate random (synthetic) trajectories that are "similar" to a given template. The synthetic data is random, but also exhibits features considered important in the template. Multiple parameters enable an analyst to adjust the model to his particular needs.
We outlined how parameters can be chosen based on overall design criteria; in our case, we focused on the long term. We introduced weighed similarity measures and showed both its ability to focus on certain features, as well as its effectiveness in maximizing separation between datasets that should be either accepted or rejected. The methodology can be applied hierarchicaly, by partitioning data into segments and doing piecewise generation and feature extraction. Our results are preliminary and a side-issue in the study of trajectory recognition schemes which exploit higher-order sequences and conditioning to capture and recognize data characteristics. We are currently studying feature extraction and classification algorithms, as well as developing heuristics to choose parameters.
